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(54) Shift control system for an automatic transmission comprising a manual gear selecting
control

(57) A multiple ratio automatic transmission control
system for an automotive vehicle comprising a multiple
ratio gear set and a simple planetary gear set arranged
in series. The control system has multiple control modes
including an automatic control mode in which upshifts
and downshifts between adjacent ratios are achieved
by engaging and releasing friction clutches and brakes
in the simple planetary gear set and in the multiple ratio

gear set and wherein a manual shift control mode in-
cludes a select-shift control. Engine braking is available
in each gear for both operating modes. In the select-shift
manual control mode, a particular gear can be chosen
by the operator for continuous single ratio operation.
The control system includes variable force solenoids
that are multiplexed in combination with pressure mod-
ulator valves for achieving each operating mode.
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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The invention comprises an automatic transmission control system capable of providing an automatic ratio
changing mode and manual ratio selection modes.

Background Of The Invention

[0002] The invention comprises improvement in an automatic transmission control system of the kind shown in U.
S. Patent Nos. 5,612,874, 5,586,029; and 5,642,283. Each of these prior art patents is assigned to the assignee of the
present invention. Their disclosures are incorporated in this disclosure by reference.
[0003] The present invention includes features that are common to each of the prior art patents identified above.
The '874 patent describes an automatic upshift and downshift control for a four-speed ratio version of the transmission
gearing of the present invention. The control includes a pressure build-up system with one variable force solenoid. The
electronic control pressure that responds to control strategy executed by an electronic microprocessor is distributed
to a booster valve in the main regulator valve system.. The main regulator valve effects control of the brake capacity
and clutch capacity for all operating conditions. The regulator valve system can be calibrated to provide appropriate
pressure needed for achieving the smooth ratio changes without affecting the control strategy required to maintain
clutch and brake capacity under stall conditions. Conventional accumulators are not required to soften the engagement
of the clutch and the brakes since the pressure boost system is capable of adjusting the capacity of the main regulator
valve to achieve optimum upshift and downshift smoothness. A separate valve system is used for forward drive en-
gagements and for reverse drive engagements.
[0004] The '029 patent describes a transmission having a compound multiple ratio gear set in combination with a
simple planetary gear set as in the case of the present invention. A first overrunning coupling establishes a reaction
element for the simple planetary gear set and a second overrunning coupling in the multiple ratio gear set is used for
the purpose of establishing non-synchronous shifts in the multiple ratio gear set. In each instance, a forward engage-
ment is obtained by engaging a forward clutch. A separate reverse engagement clutch is used to establish a torque
flow path for reverse. In each instance, turbine speed is used as a feedback signal to initiate the start of either the
forward engagement or the reverse engagement.
[0005] The '283 patent, like the '874 and the '029 patents, has a three-speed ratio gear set in series with a simple
planetary gear set. It provides five forward driving ratios, however, rather than four, so-called "swap-shifts" are achieved
as the multiple ratio gear set is upshifted and the simple planetary gear set is downshifted. Conversely, an upshift of
the simple planetary gear set occurs as the multiple ratio gear set is downshifted. The torque reaction point for the
overall transmission gearing is transferred from the multiple ratio gear set to the simple planetary gear set on a downshift
and is transferred from the simple planetary gear set to the multiple ratio gear set on an upshift.

Brief Description Of The Invention

[0006] The control system of the present invention is capable of being used with five-speed gearing as well as four-
speed gearing such as that described in the '874, '029 and '283 patents. It is capable of being used also with a five-
speed transmission gear system that employs synchronous 3-4 upshifts and 4-3 downshifts using the swap-shift tech-
nique described in the preceding discussion and with a transmission having a mechanically synchronized 3-4 upshift
and a 4-3 downshift using an overrunning coupling on the reaction elements to achieve non-synchronous ratio changes.
A control system having common elements may be used for both transmission versions. The valve system can be
designed with reduced complexity because of the common functions of the valve elements.
[0007] Each of the control systems is capable of providing a so-called "select-shift" manual control mode as well as
a manual control mode and a fully automatic control mode. The synchronous swap-shifts between the second and the
third ratio and between the third ratio and the second ratio and the non-synchronous upshifts and downshifts between
the first and second ratios and between the fourth and the fifth ratios are common for each of these control modes.
Engine braking may be provided in each gear in the select-shift manual control mode as well as in the manual control
mode. Free-wheeling is available when the transmission is in the so-called automatic control mode.
[0008] All of these functions can be achieved by the control system of the present invention using only three variable
force solenoids. The variable force solenoids are multiplexed in cooperation with pressure modulator valves for the
clutches and brakes. For purposes of this disclosure, the verb "multiplexed" is used in describing variable force sole-
noids that have multiple functions depending upon the operating mode that is selected by the vehicle operator, thereby
eliminating the need for providing a separate variable force solenoid for each function.
[0009] The invention includes further an improved main regulator valve system using two variable force solenoids
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with a main regulator valve, which ensures a sufficiently high feed pressure to protect the forward clutch capacity.
Separate on/off solenoids are used to control the operation of shift valves, which in turn distribute control pressure to
the transmission clutches and brakes. A separate on/off solenoid is used to control the braking of the reaction element
in the simple planetary gear unit and in the multiple ratio gear unit.

Brief Description Of The Drawings

[0010]

Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of a transmission gear system having a multiple ratio gear set and a simple
planetary gear set wherein a reaction element for the multiple ratio gear unit during ratio changes between the
third ratio and the fourth ratio includes an overrunning coupling to achieve non-synchronous ratio changes;
Figure 2 is a schematic diagram of a transmission mechanism capable of providing 3-4 and 4-3 synchronous shifts
without the necessity for using an overrunning coupling for the reaction element of the multiple ratio gear unit
during non-synchronous ratio changes between the third ratio and the fourth ratio;
Figure 3 is a schematic representation of the overall transmission system that includes microprocessor signal
inputs from the engine and from the driver and output signals delivered to the transmission together with feedback
signals from the transmission to the microprocessor;
Figure 4 is a schematic diagram showing the seven positions of the manual lever used with the improved control
system of the present invention as the driver selects the automatic drive mode, the manual control modes and the
select-shift manual modes;
Figures 5a, 5b, 5c and 5d show the overall control system for the non-synchronous version of the transmission
gearing shown in schematic form in Figure 1;
Figures 6a and 6b show a control valve system for a synchronous version of the transmission gearing shown in
schematic form in Figure 2;
Figures 7a, 7b, 7c and 7d show the overall control valve system for the synchronous transmission gearing of Figure
2 including a modified main regulator, pressure modulator valve for reverse and engagement control valve for
reverse;
Figures 8a and 8b show the pressure build-up control valve system for the transmission gearing schematically
illustrated in Figures 1 and 2;
Figure 9 shows a pressure build-up characteristic plot for the transmission of Figures 1 and 2;
Figure 10 is a detailed view of the main regulator valve used in the overall control valve system;
Figure 11 is an optional design for the main regulator valve;
Figures 12a and 12b show the details of the regulator valve of Figure 11 including the main valve spool and the
booster valve spool;
Figure 13 is a chart showing the variable force solenoid pressures for the two solenoid valves that affect the main
regulator valves of Figures 10 and 11;
Figure 14 is a detailed view of the variable force solenoid modulator control valve for the non-synchronous version
of the transmission gearing;
Figure 15 is a plot showing the characteristic for the modulator valve of Figure 14;
Figure 15a is a detailed view of the modulator valve element of Figure 14;
Figure 16 is a detailed view of the pressure modulator reverse valve for the non-synchronous transmission gearing;
Figure 16a is a detailed view of the valve shown in Figure 16;
Figure 17 is a pressure modulator valve for reverse drive in accordance with an optional design that may be used
instead of the valve shown in Figure 16;
Figure 18 is a solenoid regulator valve for the transmission gearing of both Figures 1 and 2;
Figure 19 is a lubrication oil flow circuit for the transmission schematically shown in Figure 2;
Figures 20a and 20b show a pressure build-up system for the synchronous transmission illustrated schematically
in Figure 2;
Figure 21 is a chart showing the pressure build-up characteristic for a modified synchronous transmission that
may be used with the transmission schematically illustrated in Figure 2;
Figures 22a, 22b and 22c show a shift control valve system for the non-synchronous transmission schematically
shown in Figure 1 wherein the transmission elements are in the positions corresponding to the automatic drive
mode in first gear (D1), select-shift manual mode (SSM1) and manual mode (M1);
Figures 23a and 23b shows a portion of the shift control system of Figure 21 wherein the transmission elements
are in the positions corresponding to the automatic drive mode in second gear (D2), the select-shift manual mode
2 (SSM2), and the manual mode 2 (M2);
Figures 24a and 24b shows the shift control system of Figures 22a, 22b, 22c, 23a and 23b wherein the elements
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are conditioned for operation in the automatic drive mode in third gear (D3), the select-shift manual drive mode 3
(SSM3), and the manual mode 3 (M3);
Figures 25a and 25b show a shift control system corresponding to Figures 22a through 24b wherein the gear
elements are positioned for operation in fourth gear, automatic drive mode, select-shift manual mode (SSM4) and
wherein the overdrive cancel switch is on;
Figure 26a and 26b shows a shift control system corresponding to Figures 22a through 25b wherein the valve
elements are conditioned for fifth gear drive mode D5;
Figures 27a and 27b show a control valve system for the synchronous transmission of Figure 2 wherein the gear
elements are positioned for automatic drive mode first gear, select-shift manual mode (SSM1), and the manual
mode 1 (M1);
Figures 28a and 28b show the shift control valve system corresponding to Figures 27a and 27b wherein the valve
elements are positioned for second gear ratio operation D2, select-shift manual mode 2, and manual mode 2;
Figures 29a and 29b show a shift control valve system corresponding to Figures 27a through 28b wherein the
valve elements are positioned for third gear operation D3, select-shift manual mode 3 (SSM3) and manual mode
3 (M3);
Figures 30a and 30b show a shift control valve system for the transmission of Figure 2 corresponding to the control
valve system of Figures 27a through 29b showing the valve elements positioned for automatic drive mode fourth
ratio, select-shift manual mode fourth ratio, and wherein the overdrive cancel switch is on;
Figures 31a and 31b show a shift control valve system corresponding to the control valve system of Figures 27a
through 30b wherein the gear elements are positioned for the automatic drive range fifth ratio;
Figures 32a, 32b, 33a, 33b, 34a, 34b, 35a, 35b, 36a and 36b show a control valve system for a modified version
of the synchronous transmission illustrated in Figure 2, which correspond to Figures 27a through 31b, respectively;
Figures 37a and 37b show an optional design of the control valve system of Figures 32a through 36b for the
modified version of the non-synchronous transmission shown in Figure 1; and
Figures 38a and 38b show a control system for preventing a "tie-up" condition for the high clutch CL2 and the
reverse servo B3.

Particular Description Of The Invention

[0011] Figure 1 shows in schematic form an automatic transmission with a non-synchronous shift between the third
and the fourth ratios. Figure 2 is a synchronous shift version of the transmission. Each transmission has five speed
ratios in the forward drive mode and a single reverse ratio.
[0012] The engine of the vehicle has a crankshaft 10 that is drivably connected to the impeller or pump of a hydrok-
inetic torque converter, shown at 12. The turbine of the torque converter, shown at 14, is connected to turbine shaft
16, which serves as a torque input shaft for the planetary gearing.
[0013] The planetary gearing comprises a simple planetary gear set 18 and a multiple-ratio, compound planetary
gear set 20. Gear set 18 has a ring gear 22, a sun gear 24, and a carrier for planetary pinions as shown at 26. The
carrier 26 is connected drivably to the turbine shaft 16.
[0014] A first friction brake 28 surrounds a brake drum drivably connected to sun gear 24. When brake 28, which
carries the symbol B1, is applied, ring gear 22 is overdriven relative to the turbine shaft 16. When brake 28 is released,
turbine shaft 16 is connected directly to shaft 30 through an overrunning coupling 32.
[0015] A coast clutch 33 drivably connects the carrier 26 with the sun gear 24, thereby locking the elements of the
gear unit 18 together so that it can accommodate reverse torque delivery during engine braking. A forward clutch 34
connects shaft 30 to the ring gear 36 of the planetary gear set 20. A second ring gear 38 of the planetary gear set 20
is connected drivably to output shaft 40 as is the carrier for the planetary pinions engaging ring gear 36. The sun gears
are connected to a common sun gear shaft 42. The carrier for the gear set 20 is connected to a brake drum 44, which
is anchored selectively by brake band 46, also identified as brake B3. Brake band 46 is engaged during reverse drive.
During forward drive in the automatic operating mode, brake drum 44 is braked by overrunning coupling 48.
[0016] A high clutch 50 connects the shaft 30 with a common sun gear shaft 42. During operation in the fourth and
fifth ratios, sun gear shaft 42 is connected to brake drum 52, which in turn is selectively anchored by intermediate
speed ratio brake band 54 to provide a torque reaction during coasting. Brake drum 52, during forward drive operation,
is anchored by intermediate brake 56, which serves as an overrunning coupling for accommodating torque reaction.
During intermediate speed ratio operation, the overrunning coupling portion of the brake, which carries the symbol C4,
is identified as overrunning coupling OWC3. The overrunning coupling 32 for the simple planetary gear set is identified
in the drawings as OWC1. The reaction coupling 48 is identified in the drawings as OWC2.
[0017] The five schematic illustrations of Figure 1 show with heavy lines the elements that are subjected to torque.
The light lines illustrate the elements that do not carry torque. In first ratio operation, overrunning coupling 32 acts to
deliver driving torque from turbine shaft 16 to the shaft 30. Clutch 34 is engaged, thereby driving the ring gear 36 in a
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forward driving direction. This imparts a forward driving torque to output shaft 40. Reverse driving torque is imparted
to the sun gear shaft 42. With the overrunning coupling 48 acting as a reaction point, the ring gear 38 is driven in a
forward driving direction, thereby complementing the torque delivered to the output shaft 40 through the carrier for the
pinions engaging ring gear 36.
[0018] Second ratio operation is obtained by applying brake 28, which anchors the sun gear 24 of the simple planetary
gear set 18. This causes shaft 30 to be overrun relative to the turbine shaft 16. The elements of the gear set 20 function
in the same manner as they do during operation in the first ratio. The overall gear ratio thus is increased relative to the
first gear ratio.
[0019] Third speed ratio operation is obtained by anchoring shaft 42 with brake 56. Simultaneously, brake 28 is
released. Thus, torque is delivered through the overrunning coupling 32 to the ring gear 36. The carrier for the pinions
engaging ring gear 36 thus drives output shaft 40 at an increased speed ratio relative to the second speed ratio.
[0020] The high clutch 50 is engaged during fourth ratio operation. Since clutch 34 also is applied, the elements of
the gear unit 20 are locked up for rotation in unison. The overall gear ratio during fourth ratio operation then is unity.
[0021] To achieve fifth ratio operation, which is an overdrive, brake band 28 is applied so that the sun gear 24 acts
as a reaction point. The elements of the gear set 20 function in the same manner as they do during fourth ratio operation.
Since the ring gear for the gear set 18 is overdriven, the overall gear ratio then is an overdrive.
[0022] Figure 2 shows a transmission corresponding to the transmission of Figure 1, but it is synchronous. It does
not have an overrunning brake 56. Brake 54' provides the reaction point for the sun gear shaft 42' during operation in
third ratio. Brake 54' is released, however, during operation in the fourth ratio as direct clutch 50' is applied. Clutch 50'
is released during operation in the third ratio. Thus, ratio changes in the third ratio and the fourth ratio are accomplished
by engaging and releasing in sequence the brake 54' and the clutch 50'. This is called a synchronous band-to-clutch/
center-to-band-shift. Except for the presence of the synchronous ratio change between the third ratio and the fourth
ratio, the transmission of Figure 2 functions in the same manner as the transmission of Figure 1.
[0023] The elements of the transmission of Figure 2 that have a counterpart in the transmission of Figure 1 have
been identified by similar reference numerals in Figure 2, although prime notations are added.
[0024] In the case of the transmission of Figure 2, torque is delivered from crankshaft 10' through the converter to
the turbine shaft 16'. Torque is transmitted through the overrunning coupling 32' during first ratio operation. During
forward motion, torque is transferred through the clutch 34' to the gear set 20. The torque delivered to ring gear 36' is
split into two torque components. One component is transmitted over the carrier for the planet set that engages ring
gear 36' to the output shaft. The sun gear shaft carries the remaining component of the torque to the rear portion of
the gear set 20'. With overrunning coupling 48' acting as a reaction point, the torque transmitted through the sun gear
shaft drives the ring gear 38' so that the torque transmitted to the output shaft is multiplied.
[0025] In order to provide engine braking during first ratio operation, the overrunning coupling 48' and the overrunning
coupling 32' must be held. In the case of the gear set 18', coast clutch 33' must be applied, which connects the carrier
and the sun gear of the gear set 18'. Further, brake 46' for the gear set 20' must be applied to prevent overrunning of
the overrunning coupling 48'.
[0026] Brake 28' is applied during operation in the second ratio. It acts as a reaction point during second ratio oper-
ation. Engagement of clutch 33' is hydraulically inhibited at this time.
[0027] During operation in the coast mode, engine braking can be achieved by engaging brake 46'. Since the sun
gear of the simple planetary gear unit 18' is grounded by brake 28', torque is transmitted to the ring gear for the gear
set 18' and then to the carrier, which drives the turbine shaft 16'.
[0028] During third ratio operation, the torque flow is the same as that described previously for second gear operation
except that brake 54' is applied and brake 28' is released. Since clutch 33' is not applied at this time, overrunning
coupling 32' freewheels. If engine braking is desired, coast clutch 33' is applied.
[0029] During operation in the fourth ratio, when engine braking is not available, brake 54' is released and clutch 50'
is applied. The shift from the third ratio to the fourth ratio is a synchronized shift since no reaction element is available
to hold the brake drum 52'. When brake 54' is released, torque input to the clutch 50' and to the clutch 34' is split. Since
they both are applied, gear set 20 operates with a ratio of unity. In the coast mode, no engine braking is provided since
the coast clutch 33' is disengaged and overrunning coupling 32' freewheels. Engine braking is provided only by en-
gaging clutch 33'.
[0030] Reverse drive is achieved by engaging clutch 50' or 50 so that torque is delivered to the sun gear shaft 42'
or 42. The carrier for the rear portion of the gear set 20' or 20 is held by brake band B3 so that the ring gear 38' rotates
in a reverse direction.
[0031] Figure 3 shows a schematic overview of the complete control system. This includes a microprocessor con-
troller 60, which has a memory that contains transmission control strategy (control algorithms) and an engine control
strategy. The controller 60 receives control signals from engine 62. These include an engine speed signal 64 and a
mass air flow signal 66 developed by a mass air flow sensor. The driver-selected signals 68 include a manual lever
position selection signal 70, an overdrive cancel switch signal 72 and a throttle position signal 74. Other driver-selected
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signals are the performance/normal switch signal 76 and the switch signal 78, which designates whether the driver
has selected a normal operating mode or a winter operating mode.
[0032] In addition to the foregoing, the driver selects three other signals designated as the select-shift manual mode
switch signal 80 and the select-shift manual mode plus (SSM+) switch signal, which conditions the transmission for
upshifts from the fixed ratio that is selected by the operator. This is indicated at 82. Finally, the driver-selected signals
include a select-shift manual minus (SSM-) switch signal, which conditions the transmission for downshifts from the
fixed ratio that is selected manually by the driver. This is shown at 84.
[0033] The microprocessor 60 controls transmission actuators 86, which distribute to the transmission 88 various
solenoid signals including VFS1, VFS2, and VFS3, as indicated at 90. Shift solenoids SS1, SS2, SS3 and SS4, which
are on/off solenoids, develop signals as shown at 92, 94, 96 and 98.
[0034] Transmission feedback signals are distributed to the microprocessor 60. These include the high clutch drum
speed signal 100, a turbine speed sensor signal 102, a manual lever position signal 104, which should conform to the
input signal at 70, a transmission oil temperature signal 106, an output shaft speed sensor signal 108, and a vehicle
speed sensor signal 110.
[0035] The following table designates the shift solenoids and the variable force solenoids that are energized or deen-
ergized in order to accomplish the various gear ratio changes. The clutches and brakes that are involved in the various
gear ratios also are indicated. This table is relevant to the transmission indicated in Figure 2.
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[0036] A chart corresponding to the above chart, which corresponds to the transmission schematically indicated in
Figure 1 is set forth as follows.
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[0037] The foregoing tables designate all possible driving conditions that may be executed by the driver. These
include the SSM, D and M control modes, SSM means select-shift manual, D means that the driver has selected the
manual D position to condition the transmission for automatic upshifts and downshifts. The symbol M represents all
manual lever positions in forward drive. Each driving mode selected by the driver has an "on/off" solenoid stage pattern
as well as a capacity state for the three variable force solenoids VFS1, VFS2, and VFS3.
[0038] The torque converter includes a converter clutch that is engageable and releasable. The converter clutch
should be released when the brakes are applied. For this purpose, one of the driver-selected signals is a brake on/off
switch signal shown at 112.
[0039] The capacity states for the tables set forth above are H, L and C where H stands for high pressure state, L
stands for low pressure state, and C stands for controlled pressure. The engaged elements in the foregoing tables are
indicated by solid shading. The controlled state for the elements of the foregoing tables are indicated by hatched
shading. A disengaged element is indicated by a blank space.
[0040] When a variable force solenoid is in the high state, it is capable of satisfying the static and dynamic torque
capacity. When a shift into a particular gear ratio is occurring or when the transmission is operating continuously in
that particular ratio, the low state provides an output for the variable force solenoid that is zero.
[0041] In addition, intermediate solenoid stages are present. These are the IS1, IS2 and IS3 intermediate stages.
These are used only for the synchronous shift control. The IS3 intermediate stage is used as an intermediate solenoid
stage to execute a 2-3 shift, a 3-2 shift, or a 4-2 shift, which are so-called swap-shifts as explained previously. Inter-
mediate step 1 (IS1) is used for 3-4 shifts and 4-3 synchronous shifts. The IS2 stage can be used for synchronous 4-3
shifts and 5-3 shifts for the transmission schematically shown in Figure 2. The letter "C" in the foregoing charts indicates
that the particular solenoids in the intermediate steps control the synchronization event. These features and the concept
of using intermediate solenoid stages is described in the prior art patents mentioned in the foregoing background
discussion. Another prior disclosure in which the synchronous shifts are described is U.S. patent application Serial No.
996,489, filed December 23, 1997 entitled "Upshift And Downshift Control Valve System For Multiple Ratio Automatic
Transmission". That application is assigned to the assignee of the present invention.
[0042] Unlike the control valve system shown in prior art patents 5,612,874, 5,586,029, and 5,642,283, which have
a six position manual shift lever, the transmission of the present invention has seven manual positions for the manual
shift lever. In the case of the transmission of the prior art patents, an overdrive cancel switch was used to cancel the
top gear, which was fourth ratio in the case of the '029 patent, for example, and was fifth ratio in the case of the '283
patent. In the manual two position (M2), the control system of the prior art patents commanded second gear or an
overdrive plus second gear, depending on the vehicle speed. A downshift into the first gear was hydraulically inhibited.
In the manual one position (M1), a sequenced downshift depending on vehicle speed can be executed. Once the
transmission of the prior art patents is in first gear, it remains in first gear. Engine braking is provided in both manual
positions. The transmission of the prior art patents does not have a so-called manual three position (M3).
[0043] The pressure build-up system for the four-speed version and the five-speed version of the transmissions
described in the prior art patents mentioned above consists of only one variable force solenoid that has multiplex
functions for the various clutches and brake bands. One forward modulator valve is used to control the forward en-
gagement as well as the capacity of the elements in the overdrive planetary gear set and the multiple ratio planetary
gear set for upshifts and downshifts. The single variable force solenoid also provides for pressure control for line
pressure. Four shift solenoids execute ratio changes, one shift solenoid is used for controlling the coast clutch to provide
engine braking during operation of the direct drive gear ratio. The remaining shift solenoids are used in conjunction
with the variable force solenoid and the pressure modulator valve to effect the shift control functions of the shift valves.
[0044] The manual lever for the present transmission has seven positions as indicated in Figure 4 at 114. These are
identified in Figure 4 as the park position, neutral position, reverse position, manual lever automatic control position
D, and three manual lever positions for manual control modes M3, M2 and M1. The available gears and the overdrive
cancel switch state for each lever position are shown in the following table.

Manual Lever Positions (7
Positions)

State of Overdrive Cancel
Switch

Available Gears Used
Abbreviation

PARK ---------------- --------------- P

REVERSE --------------- Reverse Gear R

NEUTRAL -------------- --------------- N

DRIVE OFF All Forward Gears D

DRIVE ON 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th D (ODC=ON)
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[0045] The overdrive cancel switch is used to cancel the overdrive gear when the manual lever is in the drive position.
In the M3 and M2 positions, the control system is capable of locking the gear state or allowing upshift and downshift
control up to the third ratio or the second ratio if this feature is desired.
[0046] The automatic shift control mode is basically the normal automatic upshift and downshift control when the
manual lever is in the D position or the D position with overdrive canceled by the overdrive cancel switch. No engine
braking is commanded with an automatic shift control mode selected by the manual lever. The transmission can be
locked in a particular manual gear ratio or it can be allowed to upshift and downshift to any of the top manual gear
ratios. In this case, engine braking is provided in any gear. The abbreviation "M" is used hereafter to refer to the manual
lever positions.
[0047] The select-shift manual control mode allows the driver to select each individual gear by enabling a pair of
switches. One switch, which is referred to as SSM+ switch, is for upshift control. The second switch triggers the down-
shift control. This is referred to as SSM- control, as shown at 118.
[0048] In Figure 4, the manual lever is in the D position. In order to select the SSM mode, a third switch is required,
which is referred to as a select-shift manual switch SSM shown in Figure 4 at 120. The overdrive can be canceled or
not canceled by the overdrive cancel switch. The switches are actuated by the driver as inputs to the microprocessor
shown in Figure 3.
[0049] When the transmission is in the SSM operating mode, engine braking in each gear is available. This includes
a select-shift manual control mode for the automatic control mode D. The abbreviation "SSM" is used to indicate this
control mode in the following description.
[0050] The seven positions of the manual lever, as well as the select-shift manual switches, are shown in Figure 4.
This figure identifies the current mode selected by the driver.
[0051] The present disclosure describes two distinct five-speed transmissions. These are the transmissions sepa-
rately illustrated in schematic form in Figures 1 and 2. Each transmission has an automatic shift control mode, a manual
shift control mode where engine braking is available, and a select-shift manual control mode where engine braking is
available. Each transmission has a distinct control valve assembly. The control valve system for the transmission of
Figure 1 is shown in Figures 5a, 5b, 5c, and 5d. The control valve system for the transmission of Figure 2 is shown in
Figures 6a and 6b.
[0052] The hardware for control valve system can be adapted for either transmission by either opening or closing
orifices that are identified in the drawings of Figures 5a-5d and Figures 6a and 6b as well as in the following table. The
orifices are identified by reference numerals 122-148.

(continued)

Manual Lever Positions (7
Positions)

State of Overdrive Cancel
Switch

Available Gears Used
Abbreviation

MANUAL 3 --------------- 3rd or up- and downshift
control up to third gear

M3

MANUAL 2 --------------- 2nd or up- and downshift
control up to 2nd gear

M2

MANUAL 1 --------------- 1st M1

Control
Orifice

Comments Trans. of Figure
2

Trans. of Figure
1

122 This orifice connects/disconnects VFSI-MOD pressure
to/from the intermediate clutch (CL4)

C O

124 This orifice connects/disconnects VFS1-MOD
pressure to/from the intermediate band (B2)

O C

126 This orifice connects/disconnects ISR circuit and
exhaust EX1 at intermediate servo control valve 213

O C

128 This orifice disconnects/connects the ISA circuit and
the coast clutch circuit

C O
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[0053] The control valve system includes a coast clutch control valve 150 and an overdrive servo control valve 152,
which are located in bore 215. Throughout the drawings and throughout the description, reference will be made to
valve bores by valve bore numbers. These numbers are found in the drawings within a hexagonal-shaped symbol
adjacent the bore which it identifies. For example, the coast clutch control valve bore is identified by bore number 215.
[0054] The valve system further includes a modulator control valve for variable force solenoid 2 (VFS2) and a VFS2
modulator valve. These are identified by reference numerals 154 and 156 and are located in valve bore 214.
[0055] An intermediate servo control valve distributes actuating pressure to the intermediate servo release pressure
chamber and to the intermediate servo apply pressure chamber. These pressure chambers are on opposed sides of
an intermediate band servo piston. The intermediate band servo is identified by reference symbol B2.
[0056] A high clutch control valve 160 controls distribution of pressure to the apply side of the high and reverse clutch
CL2 shown in Figure 5c. It is located in valve bore 212.
[0057] There are three variable force solenoids for developing discrete variable force solenoid pressures VFS1,
VFS2 and VFS3. These are shown at 180, 182 and 184 in Figure 5b.
[0058] There are four on/off solenoids for controlling the intermediate and overdrive servo control valve, the high
clutch control valve, and the coast clutch control valve. These valves are shown, respectively, at 158, 152, 160 and
150 in Figure 5a. The on/off solenoids are identified by reference numerals 186, 188, 190 and 192 in Figure 5b. These
develop pressures that are designated as SOL4, SOL3, SOL2 and SOL1, respectively.
[0059] An engagement control valve for reverse is shown at 164 in Figure 5c. It is located in a common bore 211
with the VFS3, CR/R shuttle valve which is shifted in downward direction against the force of a valve spring by reverse
pressure from the manual valve, shown in Figure 5d at 170.
[0060] Pressure modulator reverse valve shown at 166 in Figure 5c modulates reverse pressure from the manual
valve as a function of VFS3 pressure to produce CR pressure, which is distributed to the engagement control valve
for reverse shown at 164.
[0061] Reverse servo control valve shown at 168 in Figure 5c distributes an RS feed pressure or reverse pressure
to the reverse servo shown at B3 depending upon the absence or the presence of a signal SS4 from shift solenoid 186
in Figure 5b.
[0062] A variable force solenoid modulator valve (VFS1 modulator valve) and a VFS1 modulator control valve are
identified by a common reference numeral 178, which is located in valve bore 204. An intermediate servo apply control
valve 176 located in valve bore 205 distributes pressure to the intermediate servo apply pressure chamber shown at

(continued)

Control
Orifice

Comments Trans. of Figure
2

Trans. of Figure
1

130 This orifice opens or closes exhaust port EX1 at
intermedia servo control valve 213

C O

132 This orifice opens and closes the coast clutch circuit
and the ISA circuit

C O

134 This orifice opens or closes exhaust port EX2 at the
back of valve 213

O C

136 This orifice connects VFS3 pressure as an interlock
pressure to the end of valve 213

O C

138 This orifice opens or closes the exhaust port EX8 C O

140 This orifice connects the HC-APPLY circuit with the
intermediate servo control valve 213

O C

142 This orifice opens or closes the exhaust port EX3 at HC
Cont. valve 212

C O

144 This orifice connects or disconnects VFS1 pressure to/
from the HC Cont. valve 212

O C

146 This orifice connects or disconnects the VFS3 pressure
to/from the HC Cont. valve 212

C O

148 This orifice connects or disconnects the coast clutch
circuit to/from the ISR/EX circuit

O C
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B2 in the case of the transmission of Figure 2 or to the intermediate clutch apply pressure chamber shown at CL4 in
the case of the transmission of Figure 1, as indicated previously. This is accomplished depending upon whether orifice
124 is open or closed and whether orifice 122 is open or closed.
[0063] The main regulator valve for the valve system is shown at 174 in Figure 5d.
[0064] A principal difference between the control valve system of Figures 5a-5d for the transmission of Figure 1 and
the control valve system of Figures 6a and 6b for the transmission of Figure 2 resides in the intermediate servo control
valve 158 in Figure 5a and the high clutch control valve 160 in Figure 5a. The corresponding valves for the transmission
of Figure 2 are shown at 158' in Figure 6a and at 160' in Figure 6b.
[0065] The valve system shown schematically in Figures 7a-7d is similar to the valve system of Figures 6a and 6b
except that the number of shift valves is reduced. In other respects, the valve systems are similar and the functions of
the valves themselves are similar.
[0066] Figures 8a and 8b show the pressure build-up system for the transmissions of Figures 1 and 2. It is a sub-
assembly view of the schematic valve diagrams of Figures 6a and 6b and Figures 7a-7d. The pressure control system
consists of three variable force solenoids 180, 182 and 184, variable force solenoid modulator valves 154 and 178,
the regulating characteristics of which are shown in Figures 14, 15 and 15a, a pressure modulator valve for reverse
166 as seen in Figures 5c and 16, a main regulator valve system shown in Figures 10 and 11 at 174 as well as in
Figure 5d, and a solenoid regulator valve 172' seen in Figure 18.
[0067] The three variable force solenoids VFS1, VFS2 and VFS3 are typical proportional control devices which con-
vert a current value, for example, of 1 to 0 into a pressure value of 0 to 8 bar. The transfer function for this conversion
is shown in Figure 9. This transfer function is used for the purpose of adjusting the capacity of the various clutches
and brake bands.
[0068] VFS1 and VFS2 communicate with the main regulator valve system 174. The main regulator valve amplifies
the pressure of the fluid supplied by the pump to the booster valve lands in the regulator valve assembly to achieve a
line pressure. The feed pressure for VFS1 and VFS2 also is line pressure. Each of these variable force solenoid valves
communicate with the modulator valves VFS2 and VFS1 seen in Figures 5a and 5d, respectively, and with the VFS
modulator control valve. A VFS2-MOD pressure and a VFS1-MOD pressure is produced as a function of the VFS1
and VFS2 signal pressures. These modulator pressures are applied to the various clutches and brake bands.
[0069] VFS3 pressure is connected to the pressure modulator valve 166. This is necessary to provide an adequate
control for the high clutch during reverse engagement. VFS3 pressure also is used to control the high clutch directly
without pressure modulation during 3-4 upshifts and 4-3 downshifts as well as 5-3 downshifts.
[0070] Each variable force solenoid in conjunction with the modulator pressure valves has a multiplex function with
respect to the various clutches and brake bands to provide capacity control. This is explained in the following charts
where the shaded areas represent the clutches and brakes that are controlled by the individual variable force solenoids.
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[0071] To effect select-shift manual control as well as automatic and manual shift control, it is necessary to provide
independent capacity control for the clutch and brake elements of the overdrive planetary gear set and the multiple
ratio Simpson planetary gear set. Variable force solenoid VFS2 is dedicated to the clutch and brake elements of the
overdrive planetary gear set and variable force solenoid VFS1 is dedicated to the control of the Simpson planetary
gear set. Forward clutch capacity is controlled generally by VFS1 and VFS2. This is required in order to protect forward
clutch capacity when one of the variable force solenoids is used for upshift and downshift control. VFS3 is dedicated
only to the high and reverse clutch CL2. This is required in order to accomplish synchronous 3-4 upshifts, 4-3 downshifts,
and 5-3 downshifts.
[0072] The variable force solenoid modulator valves VFS1 and VFS2, shown at 178 and 156 in Figures 5a and 5d
as well as in Figure 14, are actuated by variable force solenoids VFS1 and VFS2. The pilot pressure produced by the
variable force solenoids is converted to a clutch pressure transfer function as shown in Figures 15 and 15a. The mod-
ulator valve modulates D/3/2/1 pressure to the particular VFS-MOD pressure. D/3/2/1 pressure is line pressure dis-
tributed from the main regulator valve 174 and by the manual valve to the VFS1/VFS2 modulator valve 178 and 156.
The modulator valves then are supplied with input pressure in the forward manual positions D/3/2/1. No input pressure
is supplied during operation reverse, neutral and park, thereby effecting fail/safe modes. Engagements of the clutches
and brakes will not occur during reverse, neutral and park.
[0073] The modulator valves consist of two areas which are identified in Figure 14 and in Figure 15a as areas A1
and A2. When the modulator valves are in the modulating position, the pilot pressure VFS1 or VFS2 is in equilibrium
with a spring load, and modulated pressure acts on the differential area of valve land areas A1 and A2. The surplus
oil is distributed to the exhaust port EX/CASE shown in Figure 14. This produces the transfer function shown in Figure
15. This transfer function indicates that a complete capacity range from zero capacity to maximum available capacity
can be used. This eliminates the need for hardware accumulators for the pressure modulator valves. The multiplexing
functions of the variable force solenoid modulator valves are the same as the multiplexing capacity control functions
of the variable force solenoids shown in the preceding table since the modulator valves cause a pressure amplification
of the piloting pressures produced by the variable force solenoids.
[0074] The VFS1/2 modulator control valve of Figure 14 functions to distribute either VFS-MOD pressure or D/3/2/1
pressure to the various clutches and brakes at a VFS1/VFS2 threshold value of 6 bar, for example. If the VFS1 pressure
or the VFS2 pressure is lower than the threshold value, VFS1/2-MOD pressure is distributed to the various clutches
and brakes. If VFS1 or VFS2 pressure is higher than the threshold, D/3/2/1 pressure is applied to the affected capacity
elements as indicated in Figure 9. This is required in order to swap or interchange the two distinct pressure slopes.
The first pressure slope, which is VFS1/2-MOD pressure, is used for upshift and downshift control and the second
pressure slope, which is line pressure, is required to provide stall capacity for clutches and brakes during start up in
each gear. It is possible for the driver, during operation in the select-shift manual control mode, to start up in each of
the five gear ratios.
[0075] As seen in Figure 14, only the differential area between A3 and A4 develops a pressure load that opposes
the force of the spring. The required spring load to produce a pressure threshold of 6 bar, for example, can be adjusted
by changing the differential area or by changing the spring rate.
[0076] As indicated in the foregoing table for the Figure 1 transmission and the Figure 2 transmission, two distinct
control valve systems are required for controlling the capacity of the elements controlled by VFS1 pressure and the
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elements controlled by VFS2 pressure. Only the elements that are required to provide stall capacity during driveaway
are provided with D/3/2/1 pressure. These are the overdrive planetary gear set brake B1, CL2, CL4, CL3 and B2 for
the multiple ratio Simpson planetary gear set. For coasting elements CL1, B3 and B2 in the case of the transmission
of Figure 1, VFS1/2-MOD pressure is sufficient to supply the capacity at VFS1/VFS2 pressure thresholds lower than
6 bar, for example.
[0077] The pressure modulator reverse valve is shown in Figures 16 and 16a. The reverse pressure modulator valve
is used only for reverse engagement control of the direct clutch CL2. This function is similar to the function of the VFS1
and VFS2 modulator valves. The reverse pressure modulator is actuated by VFS3 pressure. R pressure (reverse
pressure), which is line pressure distributed by the manual valve 170, is the feed pressure to the modulator valve 166.
The characteristic for valve 166 is similar to the characteristic previously described for the VFS1/VFS2 modulator valve.
The transfer function depends on the size of the differential areas A1 and A2, as shown in Figure 16a. The pressure
characteristic shown in Figure 9 is referred to as CR-pressure or VFS3-MOD pressure.
[0078] The main regulator valve of Figures 10 and 11 consist of the valve spool itself, the inner spring, the outer
spring, the booster valve, the VFS1/VFS2 valve lands and valve lands at the exhaust port end of the valve assembly.
It is the main function of the main regulator valve to distribute incoming pump oil flow between the users of line pressure
such as the modulator valves or the clutches or the bypass for lubrication or converter charge passages. This distribution
function is controlled by the piloting pressures produced by VFS1, VFS2 and R pressure. The piloting pressures are
in equilibrium with the line pressure, thereby producing the pressure build-up characteristics shown in Figure 13.
[0079] The D/3/2/1 pressure schedule is the line pressure build-up in all forward gears. The R pressure schedule is
the pressure build-up in reverse position. In this case, R pressure is applied to the booster valve, thereby amplifying
line pressure. When no pilot pressures are applied, the inner and outer spring on the main regulator valve assembly
of Figure 10 produces a minimum line pressure, which is referred to as "idle line pressure". Oil flows continuously to
the converter clutch circuit CC through the converter clutch bypass orifice. This is required in order to supply sufficient
converter charge pressure in case the main regulator valve is locked hydraulically.
[0080] A feature of the main regulator valve is the VFS1/VFS2 valve lands. These introduce a "LOGICAL OR" function
for the piloting pressures VFS1 and VFS2. VFS1 pressure is applied on one valve land and VFS2 is applied on the
other valve land. The valve lands are hydraulically or mechanically connected to the booster valve if VFS1 is higher
than VFS2. These valve lands are grounded against the sleeve and VFS1 is active as a piloting pressure for the booster
valve. If VFS2 pressure is higher than VFS1, the valve land is grounded against the booster valve and VFS2 pressure
acts on the booster valve. VFS1 is deactivated since the pressures in the VFS1 chamber are equalized. An "optional
design" is shown in Figure 17, where the "logical OR" function is realized by the shuttle valve system. This OR function
for the VFS1 and VFS2 pressures is essential for the upshift and downshift control during manual, automatic and select-
shift manual control modes. Line pressure must be kept high enough at all times when one of the two variable force
solenoids is used for upshift or downshift control in order to protect the forward clutch CL3 with sufficient capacity and
to keep line pressure high enough to supply the modulator valves and the variable force solenoids with input pressures
that are higher than the pressures of the variable force solenoid transfer functions and the pressures which the mod-
ulator valves are requesting.
[0081] Another feature of the main regulator valve system is the additional lubrication passage that is provided. The
surplus oil from the pump is distributed in addition to the lube passage. This lube passage is connected to the rear
lubrication system to provide additional lube oil to increase the reliability of the transmission lubrication system.
[0082] The solenoid regulator valve of Figure 18 is a pressure limiting valve which reduces line pressure to a certain
pressure regulating threshold. The pressure regulating threshold is determined by the spring load divided by the ef-
fective valve area. The reduced pressure, which is the solenoid regulator valve output pressure, is used as an input
pressure for the shift solenoids SS1 and SS4 as indicated in Figure 18.
[0083] The pressure build-up system for the modified or the supplemental transmission corresponding to the trans-
mission of Figure 2 is simplified compared to the transmission control system for the transmission of Figure 2. It is
functionally the same as the pressure build-up system for the control system for the transmission of Figure 2 previously
described.
[0084] The multiplexing functions of the three variable force solenoids VFS1, VFS2 and VFS3 shown in Figure 20a
are the same as the multiplexing functions for the control system of the transmission of Figure 2 previously explained.
The difference between the transmission control system of Figures 20a and 20b and the control system for the trans-
mission of Figure 2 is that the VFS1/2 modulator control valve system is deleted. Thus, VFS1-MOD pressure or
VFS2-MOD pressure is applied to the various clutches and brakes. The deletion of the VFS1/VFS2 control valve system
is feasible only if the pressure characteristics of the VFS1/VFS2-MOD valves are dropped at point A, shown in Figure
21, which is the stall pressure during driving. Since both pressure schedules VFS1/VFS2-MOD and D/3/2/1 pressure
end up with the same maximum pressure, the selection of one or the other of these pressures to satisfy the stall capacity
is not required. Therefore, the VFS1/2 modulator control valve system is not required. The corresponding point for
reverse is point B in Figure 21.
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[0085] The pressure modulator valve for reverse is shown in Figure 17. The reverse pressure modulator valve is
used for reverse engagement control of the direct clutch CL2 and for 3-4 upshift control. This function is basically the
same as the function of the VFS1 and VFS2 modulator valves except that no differential area is present.
[0086] The reverse pressure modulator valve is actuated by VFS3 pressure. The feed pressure for this modulator
valve is line pressure. This allows the use of the modulator valve for reverse engagements as well as for 3-4/4-3 and
5-3 shift control. Line pressure is applied to the back side (spring side) of the valve shown in Figure 17. That line
pressure is in equilibrium with the spring load and with VFS3 pressure load applied at the other end of the valve. This
achieves a 1:1 transfer function for VFS3 pressures versus VFS3-MOD pressure plus an offset. Figure 9 shows the
pressure characteristic for the engagement control valve for reverse illustrated in Figure 17.
[0087] The main regulator valve of Figure 11 is similar to the main regulator valve of Figure 10 except that the
VFS1/VFS2 valve lands are deleted and replaced by a shuttle valve which multiplexes VFS1 pressure and VFS2
pressure for the booster valve. Another distinction between these two regulator valves is that the outer valve spring
and its retainer is deleted in the construction of Figure 11. By adjusting the other remaining valve spring and the booster
land area, an optional pressure characteristic as shown in Figure 13 can be obtained. This optional pressure charac-
teristic can be used to improve pump flow efficiency. For the purpose of describing further the pressure build-up char-
acteristics of the
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various pressure modulator and pressure build-up systems, reference will be made again to Figure 9 for the transmis-
sions of Figures 1 and 2 and to Figure 21 for the modified transmission or the supplemental transmission corresponding
to the transmission of Figure 2. As indicated previously, the pressure slopes for the VFS1 and VFS2 pressures are
multiplexed with respect to the various clutches and brake bands. The following table shows which pressures are
applied on each element during pressure build-up of the transmission of Figure 1.
[0088] VFS2-MOD pressure is used to control the overdrive brake band B1 and the coast clutch CL1 capacity. The
pressure characteristic is shown in Figure 9. VFS2-MOD pressure as well as VFS1-MOD pressure build-up schedules
are lower than the line pressure schedule. This is required in order to maintain at all times sufficient line pressure as
the feed pressure to the modulator valves. The VFS2-MOD pressure also controls the intermediate brake band B2,
which is used as a braking element in third ratio. The VFS1-MOD pressure schedule is used to control the capacity of
the intermediate clutch CL4 and the reverse brake band B3. The forward clutch is controlled by D/3/2/1 pressure, which
is line pressure distributed from the manual valve 170 in manual positions D, M3, M2, and Ml. VFS3 pressure is directly
applied to the high clutch CL2 in all forward gears. No pressure amplification is required at this time since the high
clutch only transmits a fraction of the input torque in the fourth gear and in the fifth gear. In reverse gear, CR pressure
controls the high clutch during reverse engagements. R pressure is applied to the high clutch when reverse engagement
is executed.
[0089] The following table shows which pressures are applied in the case of the transmission of Figure 2.
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[0090] Basically, the pressures indicated for the transmission of Figure 2 are the same as those indicated for the
transmission of Figure 1 except that there is no intermediate clutch CL4 to be controlled and the intermediate brake
band B2 capacity is controlled by VFS1-MOD pressure instead of VFS2-MOD pressure.
[0091] In the case of the modified or supplemental transmission corresponding to the transmission of Figure 2, the
pressures that are applied to the clutches and brakes are indicated in the following table.
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[0092] The only difference, as indicated in the foregoing table, is that the direct clutch CL2 is applied with the
VFS3-MOD pressure in forward and reverse drive.
[0093] The stall pressure control for the select-shift manual (SSM) control mode allows the driver to start-up in each
gear when the SSM drive mode is selected. This causes the control system to provide stall capacity for each shifting
element except the coasting elements (CL1 and B3 for the transmission of Figure 2; CL1, B2 and B3 for the transmission
of Figure 1). As shown in Figures 9 and 21, the stall pressure setting in drive is about 16 bar and the stall pressure
setting for reverse is about 22 bar. The shifting elements are the overdrive brake band B1, the intermediate clutch CL4,
and the high clutch CL2 for the transmission of Figure 1. In the case of the transmission of Figure 2, the shifting elements
are the brakes B2 and B1 and the clutch CL2. Forward clutch CL3 also needs stall capacity to effect driveaway in first
gear. Reverse brake band B2 and the high clutch CL2 in reverse also need high stall capacity.
[0094] Individual stall capacity for all of the shifting elements is achieved by the VFS1/2 modulator valve control
system as shown in Figure 14. This valve system multiplexes stall pressure and VFS-MOD pressure for the shifting
elements. VFS3 pressure provides stall capacity for the direct clutch CL2. In the case of the modified transmission or
the supplemental transmission corresponding to the transmission of Figure 2, the modulator control valve system is
not present. The stall capacity for each shifting element is provided directly by the higher pressure gain VFS1/2-MOD
pressure characteristic. The stall capacity for the direct clutch is provided by the VFS3-MOD valve system. Again, it is
important that the stall pressure system provide adequate stall capacity because of the presence of the select-shift
manual control options.
[0095] The main regulator valve system as previously described provides additional lubrication oil flow which is dis-
tributed to the rear lubrication system. The surplus oil from the main regulator valve thus can be used for lubrication
purposes.
[0096] Figure 19 shows a schematic of the center lubrication system and the front lubrication system. The same
valve system is shown in the pressure build-up schematic diagrams of Figures 8a and 8b and Figures 20a and 20b.
The shuttle valve in the lubrication oil circuit distributes lubrication oil provided by the cooler and the lubrication oil
provided by the main regulator valve to the rear, the center, and the front lubrication systems. The select valve identified
in the drawings as the rear, center and front lube select-valve is located between the rear lubrication system and the
center/front lubrication system. The flow rate provided by the main regulator valve lubricates the rear lubrication system
and acts on one side of the select valve, which is a ball valve. A different flow rate that is provided by the cooler acts
on the other side of the ball valve element of the select valve. If the first flow rate is higher than the second flow rate,
the rear lubrication system sees the higher flow rate. The second flow rate then is available for the center and the front
lubrication system only, which enhances the reliability of the components lubricated with these systems. If the first flow
rate is lower than the second flow rate, then the excess lubrication oil is distributed to the transmission which distributes
the cooler oil to the rear, the center, and the front lubrication exits.

Functional Description of the Automatic, the Manual and the Select-Shift Manual Control Systems for the Transmissions
of Figures 1 and 2

[0097] The shift control system for the transmission of Figure 1 is shown in Figures 22a, 22b and 22c through Figures
26a-26b. These Figures respectively represent the valve positions for first gear through fifth gear.
[0098] The shift control system for the transmission of Figure 2 is shown in Figures 27a and 27b through Figures
31a-31b. These Figures indicate the valve positions for first gear through fifth gear, respectively.
[0099] The shift control system for the modified or supplemental transmission corresponding to the transmission of
Figure 2 is indicated in Figures 32a and 32b through Figures 36a-36b. These Figures illustrate the valve positions for
first gear through fifth gear, respectively.
[0100] The shift control system includes four on/off shift solenoids for the transmissions of Figures 1 and 2. The
valves are identified as follows: intermediate servo control valve 158, high clutch control valve 160, reverse servo
control valve 168, intermediate servo apply control valve 176, overdrive servo control valve and valve bore 215, coast
clutch control valve 150, and reverse inhibitor valve 172 in valve bore 207.
[0101] In the case of the modified or supplemental transmission corresponding to the transmission of Figure 2, there
are six shift valves. These are: the intermediate servo release control valve 158 in valve bore 213, the high clutch
control valve 160 in valve bore 212, the rear servo control valve 168, the intermediate servo apply control valve 176,
the overdrive servo control valve in valve bore 202, and the coast clutch control valve 150.
[0102] The control systems for the transmissions of Figures 1 and 2 both have a reverse inhibitor valve 172. In the
case of the modified or the supplemental transmission corresponding to the transmission of Figure 2, the reverse
inhibitor valve is deleted and is integrated into the rear servo control valve 168. Both the transmission of Figure 2 and
the modified or supplemental transmission corresponding to Figure 2 have different intermediate servo control valves
in valve bore 213 and different high clutch control valves in valve bore 212 compared to the control valve system for
the transmission of Figure 1. This is due to the fact that the transmission of Figure 1 consists of a mechanically desyn-
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chronized 3-4 and 4-3 valve system, which is achieved by the intermediate clutch CL4 and the intermediate one-way
clutch OWC3. The transmission of Figure 2 does not have this feature. That is, it does not have an overrunning coupling
corresponding to OWC3.
[0103] The four shift solenoids are shift solenoids SS1, SS2, SS3 and SS4. These actuate the shift valves mentioned
in the preceding discussion. The shift valves then distribute VFS1/VFS2/VFS3-MOD pressures or line pressures to
the various clutches. The shift valve configuration, in combination with the shift solenoids and the pressure build-up
system, is capable of controlling upshifts and downshifts in the automatic control mode, the manual control mode, and
the select-shift manual control mode.
[0104] The shift control functions for the four shift solenoids are set forth as follows. Shift solenoid SS4 controls the
coast clutch CL4 and the reverse brake band B3. Both elements are braking elements. CL1 provides engine braking
in the overdrive planetary gear set and B3 provides engine braking in the multiple ratio Simpson planetary gear set,
as previously explained.
[0105] Shift solenoid 188 (SS3) controls the engagement and disengagement of the overdrive brake B1. It does this
by controlling the movement of the overdrive servo control valve in bore 215. Additionally, SS3 pressure acts on the
coast clutch control valve 150 to ensure that the effect of SS4 pressure on valve 150 is overridden. This prevents
simultaneous engagement of the coast clutch CL1 and the overdrive brake B1.
[0106] The shift solenoid 190 (SS2) controls the intermediate brake band B2 for the transmission illustrated in Figure
1. This brake is used as a reaction element for the multiple ratio Simpson planetary gear set. SS2 pressure is distributed
to the upper end of the valve 158 to shift that valve against the opposing force of the spring at the lower end of the valve.
[0107] Four possible solenoid stages can be developed using the output pressure of shift solenoid 192 (SS1) and
SS2 pressure. These solenoid pressures control the other clutch and brake elements of the multiple ratio Simpson
planetary gear set. These elements are the high clutch CL2, the intermediate clutch CL4 in the transmission of Figure
1 and the intermediate servo apply and release pressure chamber for intermediate band servo B2.
[0108] The following table illustrates the control logic for the four shift solenoids SS1, SS2, SS3 and SS4. In the D1
automatic control mode in first gear with the manual lever in the D position, the shift solenoid states are as indicated
in the table.

[0109] On the other hand, when the transmission is in the select-shift manual control mode (SSM1) with the manual
lever in the D position and the manual control mode M1 with the manual lever in the M1 position, the solenoid states
are as indicated in the following table.

[0110] Figures 22a, 22b and 22c show the control system for the transmission of Figure 1 when it is in the D1 mode.
No engine braking is available. Thus, the coast clutch CL1 and the reverse brake band B3 are disengaged.
[0111] Shift solenoid 192 (SS1) is energized so that SS1 pressure is distributed to the top of the valve 160, which
causes the high clutch control valve -to upshift. This exhausts the high clutch into the CR/R exhaust port shown in
Figure 22b. The intermediate servo apply control valve 176 is also in the upshift position since it is subjected to SS1
pressure causing it to shift against the force of the spring acting on the other end of the valve. The upshifted valve 176
exhausts the intermediate clutch into the exhaust port EX6 for the valve 176, as seen in Figure 22b. VFS1-MOD
pressure is distributed to the RS feed circuit through the valve 176 thereby connecting VFS1-MOD pressure with the
rear servo control valve at 168 in Figure 22c.
[0112] Shift solenoid SS4 also is energized, thereby moving the rear servo control valve 168 to the upshift position
and exhausting the reverse servo apply side of brake B3 into the R circuit. Similarly, SS4 pressure moves the coast
clutch control valve 150 to the upshift position, which exhausts the coast clutch CL1 into the exhaust port EX11 shown
in Figure 22b.
[0113] Shift solenoid 188 (SS3) is deenergized which moves the overdrive servo control valve in bore 215 into the
downshift position. This connects line pressure to the overdrive servo release side of brake B1 and prevents the over-
drive servo from stroking. The overdrive servo apply side (OSA) of the brake B1 is exhausted at exhaust port EX9
shown in Figure 22b.
[0114] Shift solenoid 190 (SS2) is deenergized. This allows the intermediate servo control valve 158 to move into
the downshift position. The intermediate servo release side of brake B2 (ISR) then is connected with line pressure,
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thereby preventing the servo from stroking. The intermediate servo apply side is exhausted through port EX1 in valve
158 as shown in Figure 22b. Forward clutch CL3 is applied with line pressure. Thus, the transmission is in first gear.
No engine braking is available.
[0115] When the control system of Figures 22a, 22b and 22c is in the SSM1 mode or the M1 mode and when engine
braking is available, shift solenoid 186 is deenergized. The coast clutch control valve 150 at that time is moved into
the downshift position. This connects the coast clutch feed circuit with VFS2-MOD pressure and applies VFS2-MOD
pressure to the coast clutch. The rear servo control valve 168 moves to the downshift position. This connects the
reverse servo feed circuit to the reverse servo B3, which engages the reverse brake band. The application of the coast
clutch CL1 and the application of reverse band B3 provides engine braking for the multiple ratio gear set and the simple
planetary gear set.
[0116] Figures 27a and 27b show the control valve system for the transmission of Figure 2 when the transmission
is in the D1 mode with no engine braking. The valves in Figures 27a and 27b are in the first gear positions. The shift
control system is the same in this instance as the previously described control system for the transmission of Figure
1 except that the intermediate servo control valve and the high clutch control valve 158' and 160', respectively, are
different. Brake band B2 now is involved in the shift. No intermediate clutch CL4 is present as in the case of the
transmission of Figure 1.
[0117] The intermediate servo apply side for brake B2 is exhausted through the exhaust port EX6 at valve 176 in
Figure 27a. The upshifted high clutch control valve 160' disconnects VFS1 pressure from the differential area on the
intermediate servo control valve 158'. All other shift control functions are the same as in the case of the control system
of Figure 1.
[0118] The control system for the transmission of Figure 2, when the transmission is in the SSM1 mode or the Ml
mode with engine braking, requires shift solenoid 186 (SS4) to remain deenergized. The rear servo control valve 168
in Figure 27b at this time is in the downshift position causing the reverse servo to be engaged with VFS1-MOD pressure.
Also, the coast clutch control valve 150 in Figure 27a applies VFS2-MOD pressure to the coast clutch. Since the reverse
servo and the coast clutch are applied, engine braking is effective in first gear.
[0119] Figures 32a and 32b show the modified transmission corresponding to the transmission of Figure 2 when the
control system is in the D1 mode with no engine braking. The shift control system of Figures 32a and 32b, as explained
previously, has a different high clutch control valve 160' in bore 212 and a different intermediate servo release control
valve 158'. Both of these designs have the same function as the function of the control system for the transmission of
Figure 1 as previously described.
[0120] Figures 32a and 32b show the position of the valves for operation in the SSM1 mode or the M1 mode with
engine braking. Shift solenoid 186 (SS4) is deenergized. This triggers the same valve functions explained previously
with respect to the transmission of Figure 2.
[0121] With the shift solenoid 186 deenergized, rear servo feed pressure is distributed to the reverse servo, thereby
providing engine braking. At the same time, when the reverse servo is energized, the high clutch control valve 160' is
overridden by the reverse servo pressure. This is required in order to prevent simultaneous engagement of the reverse
servo B3 and the direct clutch CL2 in the event of a low ratio malfunction of shift solenoid 192 (SS1). Simultaneous
engagement of the reverse servo and the direct clutch would trigger a lock-up of the Simpson planetary gear set.
[0122] The shift solenoid stages for all of the control systems described above are illustrated in the following table
for operation in the D2 mode, which is the automatic control mode in second gear with the manual lever in the D position.

[0123] In the select-shift manual control mode (SSM2) with the manual lever in the D position and in the manual
control mode (M2) with the manual lever in the M2 position, the shift solenoid stages are as follows:

[0124] Figures 23a and 23b show the control system for the transmission of Figure 2 when the transmission is in the
D2 mode with no engine braking. At that time, reverse band B3 is disengaged.
[0125] Shift solenoid 192 (SS1) is energized at this time which causes the high clutch control valve 160 to move to
the upshift position. This exhausts the high clutch into the CR/R exhaust port. The intermediate servo apply control
valve 176 is also in the upshift position since it is subjected to SS1 pressure. The upshifted valve 176 exhausts the
intermediate clutch through the exhaust port EX6 shown in Figure 23a. The VFS1-MOD pressure enters the reverse
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servo feed circuit, which then distributes VFS1-MOD pressure to the rear servo control valve 168 shown in Figure 23b.
[0126] Shift solenoid 186 (SS4) also is energized. This moves the rear servo control valve 168 shown in Figure 23b
into the upshift position, which exhausts the reverse servo apply side of the brake B3 into the R circuit. Similarly, SS4
pressure moves the coast clutch control valve 150 into the upshift position which exhausts the coast clutch CL1 through
the exhaust port EX11 shown in Figure 23a.
[0127] Shift solenoid 190 (SS2) is deenergized. This allows the intermediate servo control valve 158 to remain in
the downshift position. The intermediate brake servo B2 (ISR) then is connected to line pressure, thereby preventing
the servo from stroking. The intermediate servo apply side is exhausted through the exhaust port EX1 shown in Figure
23a. The forward clutch is applied with line pressure and the transmission is conditioned for second gear operation
without engine braking.
[0128] Shift solenoid 188 is energized in the D2 mode. The overdrive servo control valve 150 is in the upshift position.
The overdrive servo release area for the brake B1 (OSR) is connected with the exhaust port EX9 shown in Figure 23a.
The overdrive servo apply area for brake band B1 (OSA) is subjected to VFS2-MOD pressure. The overdrive servo
strokes and the overdrive brake band B1 builds up capacity. The sun gear of the overdrive planetary gear unit then is
decelerated down to zero speed. At this time, a 1-2 upshift is complete. A 2-1 downshift can be executed by controlled
release of VFS2-MOD pressure from the overdrive brake band B1. The capacity control of B1 can be terminated by
deenergizing shift solenoid 188, which allows downshifting of the overdrive servo control valve in bore 215 as seen in
Figure 23a. The overdrive servo release side of brake B1 then is connected with line pressure and the overdrive servo
apply side of brake B1 (OSA) is exhausted through the exhaust port EX9 seen in Figure 23a. The transmission is then
downshifted back into first gear.
[0129] The SS3 override control valve in bore 215 of Figure 23a also is upshifted. This ensures that the coast clutch
control valve 150 is upshifted in the event that SS4 pressure fails. This prevents a simultaneous engagement of the
coast clutch and the overdrive brake band, which will trigger a tie-up of the simple planetary gear unit.
[0130] When the transmission of Figure 1 is in the SSM2 mode or the M2 mode with engine braking, the valve
elements of the control valve system are as shown in Figures 23a and 23b. In this instance, the shift solenoid 186 is
deenergized. The rear servo control valve 168 is moved to the downshift position. This connects the reverse servo
feed circuit with reverse servo B3, which engages the reverse brake band. Application of the reverse brake band
provides engine braking for the multiple ratio Simpson gear set. Also, engagement of the overdrive brake band provides
engine braking for the overdrive simple planetary gear set.
[0131] Figures 28a and 28b show the control valve system for the transmission of Figure 2 when it is conditioned
for operation in the D2 mode with no engine braking. The transmission operates in second gear. The shift control
system is the same as that previously described for the control system for the transmission of Figure 1 except that the
high clutch control valve and intermediate servo control valve are different, as seen at 160' and 158' in Figure 28a.
The brake band B2 is used as a shifting element. There is no intermediate clutch CL4 as in the case of the transmission
of Figure 1. The intermediate servo apply side for the brake B2 is exhausted through exhaust port EX6 in valve 176
as seen in Figure 28a. Upshifting of the high clutch control valve 160' causes VFS1 pressure to be disconnected from
the differential area of the intermediate servo control valve 158'.
[0132] When the control system of Figures 28a and 28b operate in the SSM2 mode and the M2 mode with engine
braking, again the shift solenoid 186 is deenergized. The rear servo control valve 168 in Figure 28b is downshifted,
thereby causing reverse servo B3 to be engaged with VFS1-MOD pressure. This provides engine braking in second
gear since the overdrive brake B1 is engaged at this time.
[0133] Figures 33a and 33b show the control system for the supplemental or modified transmission corresponding
to the transmission of Figure 2. The shift control system contains a different high clutch control valve 160' and a different
intermediate servo release control valve 158'. The shift control functions that are triggered by solenoid 188 are the
same functions previously described for the transmission of Figure 2.
[0134] Figures 30a and 30b show the modified or supplemental transmission corresponding to the transmission of
Figure 2 when it is operating in second gear with engine braking. Shift solenoid 186 is deenergized which triggers the
same control functions previously explained.
[0135] The shift solenoid stages for all of the transmission arrangements are summarized in the following table for
operation in the D3 mode, which is the automatic control mode in third gear with the manual lever in the D position.

[0136] When the transmission is in the select-shift manual control mode (SSM3) with the manual lever in the D
position and the manual control mode M3 with the manual lever in the M3 position, the shift solenoid stages are sum-
marized in the following table.
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[0137] Figures 24a and 24b show the control system for the transmission of Figure 1 when it is operating in third
gear without engine braking. This is the D3 mode. At that time, shift solenoid 192 is energized which moves the high
clutch control valve 160 into the upshift position. This exhausts the high clutch CL2 into the CR/R exhaust port shown
in Figure 24a.
[0138] Shift solenoid 186 also is energized. This moves the rear servo control valve 168 in Figure 24b into the upshift
position which exhausts the rear servo apply side for the brake B3 into the R circuit. In a similar fashion, shift solenoid
186 moves the coast clutch control valve 150 into the upshift position, which exhausts the coast clutch CL1 shown in
Figure 24a into the exhaust port EX11.
[0139] Shift solenoid 190 is energized. This moves the intermediate servo control valve 158 into the upshift position.
The intermediate servo release side for brake B2 (ISR) then is connected with the exhaust port EX8 at the intermediate
servo control valve 213. The intermediate servo apply side is exhausted through the coast clutch circuit, which is
connected to the coast clutch control valve 150. Since shift solenoid 186 is energized, the coast clutch circuit is con-
nected to the exhaust port EX11 shown in Figure 24a, which also exhausts the intermediate servo apply side brake
B2 (ISA). SS2 pressure is also applied on the end of the ISA control valve 176. This moves the ISA control valve into
the downshift position. VFSI-MOD pressure then is disconnected from the reverse servo feed circuit and is connected
to the intermediate clutch circuit. The intermediate clutch capacity is determined by VFS1-MOD pressure.
[0140] Shift solenoid 188 is deenergized. The overdrive servo control valve in bore 215, as seen in Figure 24a, is in
the downshift position. The overdrive servo release area for brake B1 (OSR) is subjected to line pressure. The overdrive
servo apply area for brake B1 (OSA) is connected to the exhaust port EX9 seen in Figure 24a. The overdrive servo
releases the overdrive brake band capacity. The sun gear of the overdrive planetary gear set then is accelerated up
to engine speed and the transmission is in third gear.
[0141] The transitions from second gear to third gear and from third gear to second gear are called "swap-shifts" as
previously explained. These are synchronous shifts in which the overdrive planetary gear set is upshifted and the
multiple ratio Simpson planetary gear set is downshifted simultaneously for a 3-2 downshift. Likewise, the Simpson
planetary gear set is upshifted simultaneously with the downshifting of the overdrive planetary gear set to effect a 2-3
upshift.
[0142] An additional solenoid stage is required, which is called the "intermediate step 3". In the shift table previously
set forth for the transmission of Figure 1, the so-called "intermediate step 3" requires shift solenoids SS1, SS2 and
SS3 to be energized simultaneously during a 2-3 or a 3-2 shift. During this intermediate step, simultaneous capacity
control of the intermediate clutch using VFS1-MOD pressure and capacity control of the overdrive brake B1 using
VFS2-MOD pressure occurs. This particular "swap-shift" is described in U.S. Patent No. 5,642,283 previously men-
tioned.
[0143] When the transmission control system for the transmission of Figure 1 is operating in the SSM3 mode or the
M3 mode with engine braking, the valves are in the position shown in Figures 24a and 24b. In this instance, shift
solenoid 186 is deenergized. The rear servo control valve 168 in Figure 24b is in the downshift position. Thus, the
reverse servo feed circuit is connected to the reverse servo B3. Since the ISA control valve 176 is in the downshift
position, the reverse servo feed circuit is connected with the exhaust port EX7 shown in Figure 24a, which keeps the
reverse servo exhausted. The coast clutch control valve 150 moves into the downshift position. This connects the
VFS2-MOD pressure with the coast clutch CL1, which provides coast clutch capacity. The feed circuit for the coast
clutch also feeds the intermediate servo apply side for brake B2 through the downshift intermediate servo control valve
158. The intermediate brake band B2 builds up capacity to provide engine braking in the multiple ratio Simpson plan-
etary gear set. Also, the engagement of the coast clutch CL1 provides engine braking for the overdrive simple planetary
gear set.
[0144] When the control system for the transmission of Figure 2 is in the D3 mode with no engine braking, the valves
for the control valve system are in the positions shown in Figures 29a and 29b. The transmission at that time is in third
gear. The control valve system functions in the same way as that previously described for the control system of the
transmission of Figure 1 except that the intermediate servo control valve in the high clutch control valve 158' and 160'
are different. The brake band B2 is a shifting element and the intermediate clutch CL4 is not present. The intermediate
servo apply side of brake servo B2 is supplied with VFS1-MOD pressure distributed to it by the downshifted ISA control
valve 176. SS1 pressure upshifts the high clutch control valve 160', thereby disconnecting the differential area of the
intermediate servo control valve 158' from VFS1 pressure.
[0145] The upshifted intermediate servo control valve 158' connects the intermediate servo release side of brake B2
(ISR) to the high clutch apply circuit. This high clutch apply circuit is exhausted through the CR/R circuit through the
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high clutch control valve 160', which also exhausts the intermediate servo release pressure. All other shift solenoid
functions are the same as for the transmission control system of the transmission of Figure 1.
[0146] The transition from second to third and from third to second, which is a "swap-shift", also occurs with a so-
called intermediate step 3 as indicated in the preceding shift table for the transmission of Figure 1. This intermediate
step allows simultaneous capacity control of the overdrive brake band B1 using VFS2-MOD pressure and of the inter-
mediate brake band B2 using VFS2-MOD pressure during a 2-3 or 3-2 swap-shift.
[0147] The control system for the transmission of Figure 2, when it is operating in the SSM3 mode and the M3 mode
with engine braking, is also illustrated in Figures 29a and 29b. Shift solenoid 186 is deenergized. The rear servo control
valve 168 in Figure 29b is shifted to the downshift position. This connects the reverse servo feed circuit with reverse
servo B3. Because the ISA control valve 176 is in the downshift position, the reverse servo feed circuit is connected
with the exhaust portion EX7 shown in Figure 29a, which keeps the reverse servo exhausted. The coast clutch control
valve 150 moves to the downshift position. This connects the VFS2-MOD pressure with the coast clutch, which provides
coast clutch capacity for engine braking. Since the coast clutch CL1 is applied as well as the intermediate brake band
B2, engine braking is provided.
[0148] Figures 34a and 34b show the control valve system for the modified or supplemental transmission corre-
sponding to the transmission of Figure 2 when the transmission is in the D3 mode with no engine braking. The shift
control system includes a different high clutch control valve 160' and a different intermediate servo control valve 158',
both of which are shown in Figure 34a. The shift functions that are triggered by shift solenoid 190 and shift solenoid
188 are the same as those previously described with respect to the control system for the transmission of Figure 2. In
this instance, however, the intermediate servo release circuit ISR is connected through the intermediate servo control
valve 158' to the exhaust port for the high clutch control valve 160'. This provides a separate exhaust flow path for the
intermediate servo release side of brake B2, which is not connected to the high clutch as in the case of the control
system for the transmission of Figure 2 during the stroke phase of the intermediate servo. This prevents a possible
high clutch "drift-on" during a 2-3 swap-shift or a 3-2 swap-shift.
[0149] The control system for the modified or the supplemental transmission corresponding to the transmission of
Figure 2, when the transmission is in the SSM3 mode or the M3 mode with engine braking, also is shown in Figures
34a and 34b. At that time, shift solenoid 186 is deenergized, which triggers the same shift control functions previously
explained with respect to the transmission of Figure 2.
[0150] During operation of the transmissions of Figures 1 and 2 in the D4 mode, which is the automatic control mode
in fourth gear with the manual lever in the D position, the solenoid stages are shown in the following table.

[0151] When the transmission is in the select-shift manual control mode (SSM4) with the manual lever in the D
position and the manual control mode with the overdrive cancel switch on, the solenoid states are shown in the following
table.

[0152] Figures 25a and 25b show the valves of the control valve system for the transmission of Figure 1 when the
transmission is in the D4 mode with no engine braking. Shift solenoid 192 is deenergized at that time. This moves the
high clutch control valve 160 into the downshift position. This applies the high clutch CL2 using VFS3 pressure. Shift
solenoid 186 is energized at this time. This moves the rear servo control valve 168 into the downshift position and
exhausts the reverse servo apply side of brake B3 through the R circuit. Similarly, shift solenoid 186 moves the coast
clutch control valve 150 into the downshift position, which exhausts the coast clutch CL1 through exhaust port EX11
shown in Figure 25a.
[0153] Shift solenoid 2 (SS2) also is deenergized at this time. This moves the intermediate servo control valve 158
into the downshift position. The intermediate servo release side ISR then is connected to line pressure, which prevents
the intermediate servo from re-stroking in case of a solenoid failure. The VFS3 pressure applied on the end of the
intermediate servo control valve 158 interlocks that valve and prevents a simultaneous engagement of the high clutch
CL2 and the intermediate servo B2 when the shift solenoid 190 fails in its "high" position, which would trigger a tie-up
of the gearing of the multiple ratio gear set. The intermediate servo apply side for brake B2 is exhausted through
exhaust port EX1 shown in Figure 25a. With both shift solenoids 192 and 190 deenergized, the ISA control valve stays
in the downshift position. The VFS1-MOD pressure then is disconnected from the reverse servo feed circuit and is
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connected instead to the intermediate clutch ICA circuit. Intermediate clutch capacity is provided by the VFS1-MOD
pressure. However, since the high clutch is engaged with VFS3 pressure, the overrunning clutch OWC3 overruns and
the intermediate clutch CL4 does not carry torque.
[0154] Shift solenoid 188 also is deenergized. The overdrive servo control valve in bore 215 shown in Figure 25a is
in the downshift position. The overdrive servo release area of brake band B1 (OSR) is connected to line pressure. The
overdrive servo apply area (OSA) for brake B1 is connected to the exhaust port EX9 shown in Figure 25a. The trans-
mission then is in fourth gear.
[0155] The control system for the transmission of Figure 1, when the transmission is in the SSM4 mode and the
overdrive cancel switch is "on" with engine braking, also is shown in Figures 25a and 25b. In this instance, the shift
solenoid 186 is deenergized. The rear servo control valve 168 is moved to the downshift position. This connects the
reverse servo feed circuit with the reverse servo B3. Since the ISA control valve 176 is in the downshift position, the
reverse servo feed circuit is connected with the exhaust port EX7 shown in Figure 25a. This keeps the reverse servo
exhausted. The coast clutch control valve 150 moves to the downshift position, which connects the VFS2-MOD pres-
sure, thereby providing coast clutch capacity. The intermediate brake band B2 is disengaged since shift solenoid 190
is deenergized, which keeps the intermediate servo control valve 158 in the downshift position. This connects the
intermediate servo apply side to the exhaust port EX1 shown in Figure 25a, thereby exhausting brake B2. The Simpson
gear set and the simple planetary gear set then are capable of providing engine braking.
[0156] The control system for the transmission of Figure 2, when the transmission is in the D4 mode with no engine
braking, is shown in Figures 30a and 30b. The control system is the same as that previously described for the trans-
mission of Figure 1 except that intermediate servo control valve 158' and the high clutch control valve 160' are different.
The brake band B2 is a shifting element since there is no intermediate clutch CL4. The intermediate servo apply side
of the brake B2 is fed with VFS1-MOD pressure provided by the ISA control valve 176. Because the high clutch control
valve 160' is downshifted, VFS1 pressure is distributed to the differential area of the intermediate servo control valve
158'. This inhibits a downshift of the intermediate servo control valve 158' in the event of a failure of the solenoid 190
(SS2) in its high pressure state. If shift solenoid SS2 fails "high", the intermediate brake band B2 and the high clutch
CL2 would be engaged simultaneously, which would trigger a tie-up of the gearing.
[0157] The transitions from third to fourth and from fourth to third are a synchronous clutch-to-band shift or a band-
to-clutch shift. The intermediate clutch CL4 and the intermediate one-way clutch OWC3 are deleted in the transmission
of Figure 2. The synchronization between the high clutch and the intermediate brake band in this instance is electron-
ically controlled. The shift is synchronous. In order to provide appropriate control functions, initial intermediate steps
IS1 and IS2 are provided between third and fourth ratios as shown in the table in the beginning of this description.
[0158] During operation of the control system for the transmission of Figure 2 when the transmission is in the SSM4
mode and the overdrive cancel switch is on with engine braking, the valve elements are as illustrated in Figures 30a
and 30b and the shift solenoid 186 is deenergized. The rear servo control valve 168 in Figure 30b moves to the downshift
position. This connects the reverse servo feed circuit with the reverse servo B3. Since the ISA control valve 176 is in
the downshift position, the reverse servo feed circuit is connected with the exhaust port EX7 shown in Figure 30a. This
keeps the reverse servo exhausted. The coast clutch control valve 150 is moved at this time to the downshift position.
This connects the VFS2-MOD pressure with the coast clutch, thereby providing coast clutch capacity. Since the coast
clutch is engaged and the Simpson planetary gear set is in direct drive, engine braking is provided.
[0159] Figures 35a and 35b show the control system for the modified or supplemental transmission corresponding
to the transmission of Figure 2 when the transmission is in the D4 mode with no engine braking. The shift control
system, as explained previously, has a different intermediate servo control valve 158' and a different high clutch control
valve 160'. The functions of the shift solenoids SS1, SS2 and SS3 basically are the same as the functions described
with respect to the transmission control system for the transmission of Figure 2. Additionally, the high clutch apply
circuit is connected through the rear servo control valve to a differential area, which provides an override function when
the shift solenoid 186 malfunctions or stays at its low pressure state.
[0160] When the direct clutch CL2 is applied in fourth gear or in fifth gear, a simultaneous engagement of the reverse
servo must be prevented in order to avoid a gear tie-up. The downshifted high clutch control valve 160 causes
VFS3-MOD pressure to be connected over control orifice 161 shown in Figure 35a. The intermediate servo release
side for brake B2 is connected through the intermediate servo release control valve 158' to line pressure, which keeps
the intermediate servo disengaged.
[0161] The shift solenoid stage for fifth gear for the control system for the transmissions of Figures 1 and 2, as well
as for the modified or supplemental transmission, is set forth as follows:
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[0162] Figures 26a and 26b show the control system for the transmission of Figure 1 when the transmission is in the
D5 mode. At that time, shift solenoid 192 and shift solenoid 190 are deenergized. This causes the same control functions
as previously described for third gear for the high clutch and the intermediate brake 56 in the Simpson planetary gear
set. The high clutch and the forward clutch hold capacity, which provides the direct gear state in the Simpson gear set.
[0163] Shift solenoid 186 can be energized or deenergized since the overdrive servo control valve in bore 215 is in
the downshift position. When it is energized by the shift solenoid 188 (SS3), the coast clutch feed pressure circuit
(COAST CL FEED) shown in Figure 26a is exhausted through the exhaust port EX10 seen in Figure 26a. There then
is no feed passage provided to the coast clutch control valve, which prevents engagement of the coast clutch in case
the SS4 solenoid state fails in its low pressure position. Similarly, the ISA control valve 176 is in the downshift position,
thereby exhausting the reverse servo feed circuit through the exhaust port EX7 shown in Figure 26a, which prevents
a pressure feed to the rear servo control valve 168 in Figure 26b.
[0164] Shift solenoid 188 is energized at this time. The overdrive servo control valve in bore 215, seen in Figure 26a,
is in the upshift position. The overdrive servo release area OSR is connected with the exhaust port EX9 also seen in
Figure 26a. The overdrive servo apply area OSA is connected to VFS2-MOD pressure. The overdrive servo strokes
and builds up overdrive brake band capacity. The sun gear of the overdrive planetary gear unit then is decelerated
down to zero speed. Thus, a 4-5 upshift is completed and the transmission is in fifth gear.
[0165] A 5-4 downshift is executed by the control release of VFS2-MOD pressure at the overdrive brake band B1.
Capacity control of B1 then can be terminated by deenergizing shift solenoid 188, which allows downshifting of the
overdrive servo control valve in bore 215. The overdrive servo release side then is connected with line pressure and
the overdrive servo apply side OSA is exhausted into the exhaust port EX9 shown in Figure 26a. The downshift from
fifth to fourth then is complete.
[0166] When the control system for the transmission of Figure 2 is conditioned for operation in the D5 mode as seen
in Figures 33a and 33b, the valves function in the same way previously described with respect to the control system
for the transmission of Figure 1 except that the intermediate servo control valve 158' and the high clutch control valve
160' are different. The upshift control function of the overdrive planetary gear set is triggered by energizing shift solenoid
188.
[0167] When the modified or supplemental transmission corresponding to the transmission of Figure 2 operates in
the D5 mode, the valves are in the positions shown in Figures 36a and 36b. Again, the intermediate servo control valve
158' and the high clutch control valve 160' are different. The shift control functions for the shift solenoid 188 are the
same as those previously described with respect to the control system for the transmission of Figure 2.
[0168] An optional control system for the transmission of Figure 1 now will be described. The previously described
shift control system for the modified or supplemental transmission, shown in Figures 32a through 36b, can also be
applied to the transmission of Figure 1 with an optional design feature added to the previously described control system.
This additional design feature is shown in Figures 37a and 37b. Taking the D3 automatic mode, the M3 select-shift
manual mode SSM3, and the manual mode M3 as an example. By opening both control orifices 301 and 300, the
intermediate servo apply pressure from the ISA control valve at 176 can be optionally connected simultaneously to the
intermediate clutch CL4 and the ISA apply. As previously described, the simultaneous engagement at the intermediate
clutch CL4 and the intermediate brake band B2 have to be prevented in the transmission shown in Figure 1 in order
to prevent "tie-up". This is accomplished by connecting SS4 pressure to the back side of the intermediate servo control
valve 158'. When SS4 is energized, the shift valve 158' is downshifted, applying line pressure to the intermediate servo
release side. This prevents the previously described "tie-up" situation. The other solenoid states previously described
remain unchanged.
[0169] A reverse inhibitor function is available when the high clutch CL2 is engaged and the rear servo B3 is engaged.
This prevents reverse operation when the manual lever is in the R position and the vehicle speed is high and the driver
moves the lever into the reverse position.
[0170] The reverse inhibitor function will be described with reference to Figures 5a, 5b, 5c and 5d. It is used in both
the transmission of Figure 1 and the transmission of Figure 2. The solenoid states for the on/off solenoids and the
three variable force solenoids at this time are set as follows.

[0171] The shift solenoid SS1 is energized by moving the high clutch control valve 160, seen in Figure 5a, into the
upshift position. This connects the CR/R pressure circuit, seen in Figure 5c, to the high clutch CL2 with the variable
force solenoid 182 set "high". The engagement control valve 164 is in the downshift position. This connects the CR
pressure to the high clutch. CR pressure is the output pressure of the reverse modulator valve 166, which is controlled
by VFS3 pressure. Since the variable force solenoid VFS3 is set to zero pressure, the output of the CR modulator

SS1 SS2 SS3 SS4 VFS1 VFS2 VFS3

R-Inhibition ON ON OFF or ON OFF or ON LOW HIGH LOW
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valve 166 is also zero. This provides zero capacity for the high clutch.
[0172] VFS1 pressure must be low since VFS1 pressure acts as a back pressure on the reverse inhibitor valve 172
seen in Figure 5d. With the shift solenoid SS2 energized, the reverse inhibitor valve moves into the upshift position,
thereby exhausting the R feed pressure through the rear servo control valve 168 in Figure 5c. The exhaust port is
shown in Figure 5d in the reverse inhibitor valve 172. Shift solenoid 186 (SS4) can be either energized or deenergized
since both feed pressures, reverse servo feed and reverse pressure, are exhausted. This provides zero capacity for
the rear brake band B3, thereby providing a reverse inhibitor function.
[0173] VFS1 pressure is connected to one end of the reverse inhibitor valve 172, as seen in Figure 5d. This is required
in order to provide reverse by overriding the reverse inhibitor valve function in case the shift solenoid 186 should fail.
[0174] In the case of the modified or supplemental transmission corresponding to the transmission of Figure 2, the
solenoid stages are the same as they are for the control system for the other two transmissions. This is shown in
Figures 32a and 32b. At this time, the zero high clutch capacity state is achieved by setting variable force solenoid 2
"high" and variable force solenoid 3 "low". This provides zero CR pressure for the high clutch. This function is the same
as it is for the dimensions of Figures 1 and 2. The reverse inhibitor valve is deleted for the modified or supplemental
transmission corresponding to the transmission of Figure 2.
[0175] The function of the deleted reverse inhibitor valve is provided by connecting SS2 pressure to the back (spring
side) of the rear servo control valve 176. When the shift solenoid 190 is energized, the rear servo control valve 168 is
locked in its downshift position. This connects the reverse servo feed pressure passage to the reverse servo. The
reverse servo feed pressure circuit is exhausted through the intermediate servo control valve 176, which is in its down-
shift position. The exhaust port is shown at EX7 in Figure 5d. The rear brake band B3 has zero capacity, thereby
achieving the reverse inhibitor function.
[0176] The transmission of Figure 1 can generate a "tie-up" of the direct clutch CL2 and the reverse servo B3 are
engaged at the same time. This can be triggered by a stuck ISA control valve 176 in downshift position. If SS4 is in
upshift position, the rear servo B3 could be applied simultaneously with the high clutch CL2. Figures 38a and 38b show
a design feature which prevents this event electronically. A pressure switch is added in the RS feed circuit which is
located between the rear servo control valve 168 and the ISA control valve 176. The pressure switch provides input
to the microprocessor. The switch, when closed, provides 12 volts to the microprocessor when the RS feed circuit is
pressurized. If the RF feed circuit is exhausted, the switch is open and 0 voltage is input to the microprocessor. De-
pending on the "solenoid state", the RF feed circuit is pressurized or exhausted. If the "pressure state" of the RS feed
circuit does not match the associated "solenoid state", a "stuck ISA control valve" at 176 in the downshift position has
been detected which would trigger the previously described "tie-up" condition. Knowing that the RS-feed circuit state
is high, SS7 will be energized to prevent the engagement of the rear servo.
[0177] Having described preferred embodiments of the invention, what we claim and desire to secure by U.S. Letters
Patent is:

Claims

1. A transmission control system for a multiple ratio automatic transmission, said transmission comprising a first
multiple ratio planetary gear set and a second simple planetary gear set arranged in series between an engine
and a driven member, and an electronic transmission controller;

multiple clutches and brakes for controlling relative motion of gear elements of said first and second gear sets
to establish five forward driving speed ratios;
a source of line pressure;
a valve circuit establishing fluid pressure distribution from said pressure source to said clutches and brakes
including at least two variable force solenoid valves and at least three on/off shift solenoid valves;
brake servo control valve means in said circuit for controlling pressure distribution to said brakes and a clutch
control valve means in said circuit for controlling pressure distribution to said clutches;
said variable force solenoid valves establishing controlled pressure distribution to said clutches and brakes
through said brake servo control valve means and through said clutch control valve means;
said shift solenoid valve means communicating hydraulically with said brake servo control valve means for
effecting shifting movement thereof to establish and disestablish pressure distribution paths to said clutches
and brakes whereby speed ratio change patterns are obtained;
a manual select system in said circuit between said electronic transmission controller and said control valve
means having an automatic mode ratio change position for automatic ratio changes and multiple manual mode
positions for effecting continuous manually selected ratios;
said controller having output driver portions communicating with said variable force solenoid valves and said
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shift solenoid valves and signal input portions receiving engine, transmission and manual select system op-
erating variables whereby shift solenoid valve states are determined by said variables and by selected positions
of said manual select system.

2. The control system as set forth in claim 1 wherein one of said multiple clutches acts on a gear element of said
second gear set to establish a two-way torque flow path therethrough for forward drive and engine braking and
one of said multiple brakes acts on a gear element of said first gear set to establish torque reaction during torque
flow therethrough during forward drive and during engine braking.

3. The control system as set forth in claim 1 wherein said manual select system has an automatic drive range position
and at least two manual shift positions, each manual shift position being dedicated to a given speed ratio for said
first and second gear sets.

4. The control system as set forth in claim 2 wherein said manual select system has an automatic drive range position
and at least two manual shift positions, each manual shift position being dedicated to a given speed ratio for said
first and second gear sets.

5. The control system as set forth in claim 2 wherein said manual select system has an automatic drive range position
and at least two manual shift positions, each manual shift position being dedicated to a given speed ratio for said
first and second gear sets and providing engine braking in each of said manual shift positions for said first and
second gear sets.

6. The control system as set forth in claim 3 wherein said manual select system includes select-shift manual switch
means for activating selected ones of said shift solenoid valve states when said manual select system is in one
of said manual shift positions whereby a manual upshift from a manually selected speed ratio and a manual down-
shift from a manually selected speed ratio are selectively accomplished.

7. The control system as set forth in claim 2 wherein said select system includes select-shift manual switch means
for activating selected ones of said shift solenoid valve states when said manual select system is in one of said
manual shift positions whereby engine braking in the manually selected speed ratios is provided.

8. A transmission control system for a multiple ratio automatic transmission, said transmission comprising a first
multiple ratio planetary gear set and a second simple planetary gear set arranged in series between an engine
and a driven member, and an electronic transmission controller;

multiple clutches and brakes for controlling relative motion of gear elements of said first and second gear sets
to establish five forward driving speed ratios;
a source of line pressure;
a valve circuit establishing fluid pressure distribution from said pressure source to said clutches and brakes
including at least two variable force solenoid valves and at least three on/off shift solenoid valves;
a pressure build-up system forming a part of said valve circuit;
brake servo control valve means in said circuit for controlling pressure distribution to said brakes and a clutch
control valve means in said circuit for controlling pressure distribution to said clutches, each control valve
means being in fluid pressure communication with said shift solenoid valves whereby the former are actuated
by the latter selectively between two operating positions in accordance with the operating states of the latter;
said variable force solenoid valves establishing controlled pressure distribution to said clutches and brakes
through said brake servo control valve means and through said clutch control valve means;
said shift solenoid valve means communicating hydraulically with said brake servo control valve means for
effecting shifting movement thereof to establish and disestablish pressure distribution paths to said clutches
and brakes whereby speed ratio change patterns are obtained;
a manual select system in said circuit between said electronic transmission controller and said control valve
means having an automatic mode ratio change position for automatic ratio changes and multiple manual mode
positions for effecting continuous manually selected ratios;
said controller having output driver portions communicating with said variable force solenoid valves and said
shift solenoid valves and signal input portions receiving engine, transmission and manual select system op-
erating variables whereby said shift solenoid valve operating states are determined by said variables and by
selected positions of said manual select system;
said pressure build-up system comprising a first pressure modulator valve means communicating with one of
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said variable force solenoid valves for distributing pressure through said clutch control valve to one of said
clutches acting on gear elements of said first gear sets and to one of said brakes for said first gear set and a
second pressure modulator valve means communicating another of said variable force solenoid valves for
distributing pressure through said brake control valve to another of said clutches for said second gear set and
to at least one of said brakes for said first gear set whereby controlled clutch and brake pressure build-up is
accomplished.

9. The control system as set forth in claim 8 wherein said pressure build-up system includes a third variable force
solenoid valve communicating directly with said other of said clutches or with a third modulator valve means.

10. The control system set forth in claim 8 wherein one of said clutches is a direct drive clutch for connecting together
elements of said multiple ratio gear set to effect a ratio of unity;

said control system including a third variable force solenoid valve dedicated to the control of said direct drive
clutch; and
a third pressure modulator valve means communicating with said direct drive clutch;
said third variable force solenoid valve communicating with said third pressure modulator valve means.

11. The control system as set forth in claim 8 wherein said valve circuit includes a main regulator valve means com-
municating with said pressure source for maintaining a controlled pressure feed for said clutch control valve and
said brake control valve;

said regulator valve means including separate valve pressure areas in fluid communication respectively with
said first and second variable force solenoid valves whereby torque capacity of said clutches and brakes is main-
tained at all times including upshift events and downshift events.

12. The control system as set forth in claim 7 wherein said valve circuit includes a main regulator valve means com-
municating with said pressure source for maintaining a controlled pressure feed for said clutch control valve and
said brake control valve;

said regulator valve means including separate valve pressure areas in fluid communication respectively with
said first and second variable force solenoid valves whereby torque capacity of said clutches and brakes is main-
tained at all times including upshift events and downshift events.

13. A transmission control system for a multiple ratio automatic transmission, said transmission comprising a first
multiple ratio planetary gear set and a second simple planetary gear set arranged in series between an engine
and a driven member, and an electronic transmission controller responsive to engine and transmission operating
variables;

multiple clutches and brakes for controlling relative motion of gear elements of said first and second gear sets
to establish five forward driving speed ratios;
a source of line pressure;
a valve circuit establishing fluid pressure distribution from said pressure source to said clutches and brakes
including at least two variable force solenoid valves and at least three on/off shift solenoid valves;
a pressure build-up system forming a part of said valve circuit;
brake servo control valve means in said circuit for controlling pressure distribution to at least one of said brakes
and a clutch control valve means in said circuit for controlling pressure distribution to at least one of said
clutches;
first and second modulator control valve means communicating respectively with separate ones of said variable
force solenoids for modulating said line pressure to produce a modulated variable force solenoid pressure;
said first modulator control valve means communicating with said brake servo control valve means and said
clutch control valve means whereby modulated variable force solenoid pressure is distributed through said
clutch control valve means to one of said clutches acting on gear elements of said first gear sets and to one
of said brakes for said first gear set, said second servo modulator control valve means communicating with
variable force solenoid valves for distributing pressure through said brake control valve to another of said
clutches for said second gear set and to at least one of said brakes for said first gear set whereby controlled
clutch and brake pressure build-up is accomplished;
said variable force solenoid valves establishing controlled pressure distribution to said clutches and brakes
through said brake servo control valve means and through said clutch control valve means;
said shift solenoid valves communicating hydraulically with said brake servo control valve means and said
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clutch control valve means for effecting shifting movement thereof to establish and disestablish pressure dis-
tribution paths to said clutches and brakes, whereby speed ratio change patterns are obtained as determined
by the operating states of said shift solenoid valve means; and
a manual select system in said circuit between said electronic transmission controller and said control valve
means having an automatic mode ratio change position for automatic ratio changes and multiple manual mode
positions for effecting continuous manually selected ratios;
said controller having output driver portions communicating with said variable force solenoid valves and said
shift solenoid valves and signal input portions receiving engine, transmission and manual select system op-
erating variables whereby said shift solenoid valve operating states are determined by said variables and by
selected positions of said manual select system;
said first and second modulator control valve means communicating with said brake servo control valve means
and said clutch control valve means, whereby modulated variable force solenoid pressure is distributed through
said clutch control valve means and said brake servo control valve means;
the operating states of said variable force solenoid valves thereby determining the torque capacity of said
clutches and brakes during operation including start-up torque capacity in any transmission ratio.

14. The control system as set forth in claim 13 wherein separate ones of said shift solenoid valves communicate with
said brake servo control valve means and said clutch control valve means and said manual select system variables
from said transmission controller, when it is in selected manual mode positions, communicating with said brake
servo control valve means and said clutch control valve means whereby engine braking is effected.

15. The control valve system as set forth in claim 11 including a lubrication oil supply passage and separate transmis-
sion lubrication oil flow circuits for separate regions of said transmission and a transmission lubrication and cooler,
said regulator valve means including a regulating valve land controlling oil flow to said lubrication oil supply pas-
sage, and lubrication oil flow control valve means in said lubrication oil flow circuits for distributing lubrication oil
to said cooler and said lubrication oil flow circuits when oil flow from said regulator valve means is greater than a
predetermined value and for distributing lubrication oil solely to said lubrication oil flow circuit when oil flow from
said regulator valve means is less than said predetermined value.

16. The transmission control system as set forth in claim 11 including a reverse brake servo means for establishing a
torque reaction during reverse drive and a reverse ratio inhibitor valve means communicating with one of said shift
solenoid valves for exhausting said reverse brake servo means independently of the operating states of the other
shift solenoid valves.

17. The control system as set forth in claim 13 wherein said transmission includes a reverse brake for anchoring a
reaction gear element in said first multiple ratio gear set, said control system comprising a reverse brake servo
and first and second brake servo control valve means for applying and releasing said reverse brake;

a pressure switch means for monitoring pressure distribution between said first and second brake servo control
valve means to said reverse brake servo means;
said pressure switch means communicating with said valve circuit for detecting an inoperable first brake servo
control valve means;
said electronic transmission controller communicating with said pressure switch whereby shift solenoid valve
states are determined thus preventing simultaneous engagement of said clutches and brakes for forward drive.
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